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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 
 

Dramatic method of showing is the method that can be used to analyze the 

characterization of the character in The Conjuring 3: Devil Made Me Do It. It is 

proves that the characterization of Arnie Johnson is Brave, Ed is a patient, Lorraine 

is care, and Kastner calm and intelligent. There is the three character that I analyze 

to prove the theme of this movie script. 

Plot and setting are used to analyze this movie script. Exposition begins when 

David Glatzel hears a very loud knock on the door and he checks where the sound 

come from and exposition ends when David get possessed by demon. rising Action 

Arise when the exorcism performs by the priest fails and that part ends when Arnie 

sacrifice himself for saving David. Climax begins when Arnie and Lorraine Warren 

begins their search by playing a video recording of their interview with the entire 

Glatzel family. Falling action shows when Ed and Lorraine warren finds the same 

case file and manage to find a match with Arnie Johnson casefile. Resolution of this 

film is when Ed and Lorraine Warren successfully finds out where the occultist is 

hiding and Ed destroy the altar so Arnie can be free from the curse but sadly Arnie 

still must serve his prison sentences. Setting as background in this movie takes place 

in Hospital, Animal nursery, Glatzel house and other places. Setting as means of 

creating appropriate atmosphere shows that Arnie behavior is different from before 

he sacrifice his body for saving David. Setting as means of revealing character can 

be seen when Arnie experiences hallucination three times when hes at the animal 

nursery hes behavior is strange. And from the dialogue that I analyze trough setting 

as revealing character it prove that Arnie is a brave person. 

The Psychology of literature concept that I use in this research is concept of 

courage and concept of exorcism I merge these two concept extrinsic concepts to the 

characterization, plot, and setting to reinforce the theme. With this two concept I 

finds out that Arnie is a brave person it can be seen when David get possessed by 

the demon and he challenge the demon in the end after David is saved from the 
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demon he experiences hallucination and these hallucination is in form of visual 

hallucination and he experience the hallucination in two places the first one is in the 

Animal care 3 times and in the hospital one time and that hallucination make Arnie 

life miserable and I found out that Arnie has been hit with a curse and that curse 

come from the old lady who calls herself the occultist and after I analyze trough 

extrinsic and intrinsic approach I found out that the theme of this movie script is 

courage and hallucination because in this movie the exorcism is only a media to 

make the curse passed from David to Arnie and make Arnie life a living hell. . 

After Analyzing The Conjuring 3: Devil Made Me Do It movie script through 

the intrinsic approach, which consists of Characterization by dramatic method of 

showing, plot and setting, elaborated with the extrinsic approach analysis by using 

concept of Courage and concept of exorcism It can be concluded that Arnie Johnson 

is brave but his action have a consequences and the consequence is that Arnie often 

hallucinates strange things and the hallucination make Arnie afraid and make him 

crazy in the end he is proven that he is possessed but sadly he is still thrown into 

prison. The result of this analysis after I elaborate the intrinsic and extrinsic approach 

prove that the theme of this movie script is Courage and hallucination lead to tragedy 

According to this research, it is potential for the next research to analyze Eight 

Grade movie script through other approaches and concepts. This research also can 

introduce the other student about psychology of literature in the concept of Courage 

by Aquinas This research also can use as a comparison to write a better analysis. 
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